Choose the Word

Directions: Read each sentence and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence. Then write the word on the line.

1. The ____________ between California and New Jersey is very great.
   distant  prominent  distance  prominence

2. Rosa knew she needed to be very ____________ to train her dog to fetch.
   defiance  patience  patient  defiant

3. Sam was ____________, asking his mother every day if he could get a new bike.
   persistent  persistence  absence  absent

4. Color is one ____________ between apples and oranges.
   imminence  different  imminent  difference

5. Robin is an ______________ swimmer, and she is a good tennis player, too.
   excellence  excellent  tolerance  tolerant

6. In their meeting, the teacher told the principal only the ______________ information.
   negligent  relevance  negligence  relevant

7. Nick needed the ______________ of his mom to bake muffins for the school bake sale.
   adherent  assistant  assistance  adherence